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Reading between the lines1 Ever get the feeling there’s something they’re not 
telling you?�  

If you want to master the real world, you need to get geometry. It’s a set of 

tools for turning a little bit of information into a complete picture. Whether 

you want to design something, build something or find out how a situation 

really went down, geometry can make sure you’ve always got the lowdown. 

So if you want to keep in the loop, grab your hat, pack your pencil, and join us 

on the bus to Geometryville.

finding missing angles

There’s been a homicide     2

In the ballistics lab you’ve got to cover all the angles  3

Do the angles between Benny, Micky, and the bullet match up? 4

Right angles aren’t always marked with numbers   6

Angles can be made up of  other, smaller angles   7

Complementary angles always add up to a right angle (90º)  9

Right angles often come in pairs    11

Angles on a straight line add up to 180º    14

Pairs of  angles that add up to 180º are called supplementary angles 17

Vertical angles are always equal    19

The corner angles of  a triangle always add up to a straight line 20

Find one more angle to crack the case    21

Something doesn’t add up!     23

If  it doesn’t all add up, then something isn’t as it seems  24

You’ve proved that Benny couldn’t have shot Micky!  25

We’ve got a new sketch—now for a new ballistics report  26

We need a new theory     27

Work out what you need to know    29

Tick marks indicate equal angles    30

Use what you know to find what you don’t know   31

The angles of  a four-sided shape add up to 360º   35

Parallel lines are lines at exactly the same angle   39

Parallel lines often come with helpful angle shortcuts  40

Great work—you cracked the case!    44

Your Geometry Toolbox     46
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Shrink to fit
Sometimes, size does matter. 
Ever drawn or built something and then found out it’s the wrong size? Or made 

something just perfect and wanted to recreate it exactly? You need Similarity and 

Congruence: the time-saving techniques for duplicating your designs smaller, 

bigger, or exactly the same size. Nobody likes doing the same work over—and with 

similarity and congruence, you’ll never have to repeat an angle calculation again. 

similarity and congruence

2

You SKETCH it  
We ETCH it

Welcome to myPod! You’re hired    50

Liz wants you to etch her phone    51

The designer noted some of  the details    53

The design tells us that some triangles are repeated  54

Similar triangles don’t just look the same   58

To use similarity, you need to be able to spot it   61

You can spot similar triangles based on just two angles  62

Employee of  the month already?    66

You sketch it—we’ll etch it!     67

Fire up the etcher!      68

The boss isn’t happy, but at least you’re not fired…  69

It’s a problem of  scale…     70

Complex shapes can be similar, too    73

You sketch it—we’ll etch it (to fit)    77

Liz is back with a special request    78

Similar shapes that are the same size are congruent  81

Use what you know to find what you don’t know   83

Ratios can be more useful than sizes    93

Ratios need to be consistent     96

Your new design ROCKS!     99

Your Geometry Toolbox     100
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3 All the right angles
Sometimes, you really need to get things straight. 
Ever tried to eat at a wobbly table? Annoying, isn’t it? There is an alternative to shoving 

screwed-up paper under the table leg though: use the Pythagorean Theorem to make 

sure your designs are dead straight and not just quite straight. Once you know this 

pattern, you’ll be able to spot and create right angles that are perfect every time. 

Nobody likes to pick spagetti out of their lap, and with the Pythagorean Theorem, you 

don’t have to.

the pythagorean theorem

9 + 16 = 25

5

4

3

Area = 25

Area = 9

Area = 16

Giant construction-kit skate ramps    104

Standard-sized-quick-assembly-what?!?    105

The ramps must have perpendicular uprights   106

You can use accurate construction to test ramp designs on paper 108

Not all lengths make a right triangle    115

You can explore a geometry problem in different ways  116

In geometry, the rules are the rules    118

Any good jump has some similar scaled cousins   121

The lengths of  the sides are linked by a pattern   126

The square of  the longest side is equal to the squares of   
the other two sides added together    130

The Pythagorean Theorem: a² + b² = c²   131

Using Kwik-klik skate ramps is definitely the right angle!  137

A longer rope swings further and lower    140

So, how far can you swing on a six-meter rope?   142

Your rope swing is perfect     147

Your Geometry Toolbox     148
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4
Everyone loves organizing a rock festival   150

First we need to pick a venue     151

Fencing costs money     153

Does a bigger perimeter mean a bigger area?   155

How many people can each venue hold?   156

A triangle fits inside a bounding rectangle   157

The area of  a triangle = 1/2 base × height   163

You’ve got $11,250 to spend     168

All speakers are not created equal    170

So what are you looking for in your speakers?   171

The ideal speakers are wider and longer than the venue… 
but only by a little      173

100m will do, but can you rent the 60˚ speaker?   175

The 60˚ speakers are spot on     178

All that’s left is to pick a spot for the drinks stall   181

A triangle has more than one center    182

The center of  a triangle can be outside the triangle  186

Let’s put the drink stall at the centroid    187

The rock festival is ready!     189

The people behind the drinks stall won’t see the stage…  190

You need a screen for less than $1,440    192

Will the special offer screen still do the job?   193

You can find area from sides using Hero’s formula  196

Hero’s formula and “1/2 base × height” work together  198

The rock festival is gonna…rock!    201

Your Geometry Toolbox     202

Between a rock show and a triangular place
Ever had that sinking feeling that you’ve made a bad 
decision?� 

In the real world, choices can be complex, and wrong decisions can cost you 

money and time. Many solutions aren’t always straightforward: even in geometry, 

bigger doesn’t always mean better—it might not even mean longer. So what should 

you do? The good news is that you can combine your triangle tools to make great 

decisions even when it seems like you don’t have the right information to answer 

the question.

triangle properties
56
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It’s not just pizza—it’s war!     206

How does MegaSlice’s deal measure up?   207

The diameter of  a circle is twice its radius   208
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Sectors of  a circle have angles totaling 360°   210

MegaSlice’s $10 deal is a con!     211

Pepperoni crust pizza—but at what price?   212

The pepperoni perimeter is 3 (and a bit) times diameter  214

Mario wants to put your pepperoni crust pricing formula to the test 217

The customers are always fussy    219

An arc is a section of  the circumference    221

Mario’s business is booming!     222

But MegaSlice is at it again...     223

We need to find the area of  the two pizza deals   224

Each sector (slice) is a triangle (kind of)    226

Area of  a circle = πr²     231

Mario’s pizza is here to stay     233

Your Geometry Toolbox     234
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5 Going round and round

OK, life doesn’t have to be so straight after all!� 

There’s no need to reinvent the wheel, but aren’t you glad you’re able to use it? From 

cars to rollercoasters, many of the most important solutions to life’s problems rely 

on circles to get the job done. Free yourself from straight edges and pointy corners—

there’s no end to the curvy possibilities once you master circumference, arcs, and 

sectors.

circles

10 Megaslices for the same

price as 8 Mario-Slices
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6 It’s hip to be square
Maybe three isn’t the (only) magic number. 
The world isn’t just made up of triangles and circles. Wherever you look, you’ll see 

quadrilaterals, shapes with four straight sides. Knowing your way ’round the quad family 

can save you a lot of time and effort. Whether it’s area, perimeter, or angles you’re after, 

there are shortcuts galore that you can use to your advantage. Keep reading, and we’ll 

give you the lowdown.

quadrilaterals

Quadville
Country Club

Edward’s Lawn Service needs your help    236

Your first lawn      237

The lawn is a parallelogram     238

Let’s split the parallelogram     239

Business is booming!     241

If  you don’t like what you’re given, change it   245

But people are upset with Ed’s prices…    247

Let’s compare the two lawns     248

The lawns need edging, too     249

Same shape, different perimeters    250

Edward changed his rates…     252

…and the customers keep flooding in    253

Use diagonals to find the area of  the kite   257

Landowners, unite      260

There are some familiar things about this shape   262

Calculate trapezoid area using base length and height  264

The quadrilateral family tree     268

You’ve entered the big league     271

Your Geometry Toolbox     272
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7 It’s all shaping up

Want to have it your way?� Life’s full of compromises, but you don’t have 

to be restricted to triangles, squares, and circles. Regular polygons give you the 

flexibility to demand exactly the shape you need. But don’t think that means learning a 

list of new formulas: you can treat 6-, 16-, and 60-sided shapes the same. So, whether 

it’s for your own creative project, some required homework that’s due tomorrow, or the 

demands of an important client, you’ll have the tools to deliver exactly what you want.

regular polygons

Our complete summer range...

All St  r Hot Tubs

Tri-cuzi Chill-out-corner Hex-it-up 7th Heaven Relaxiv8 9 sides Magic Circle

Tubs can be any size, all depths 0.5m

We need to choose a hot tub     274

All the hot tubs are regular polygons    275

Regular polygons have equal sides and angles   276

Butt-space is all about perimeter    277

Is 3 cubic meters of  water a lot or a little?   278

Hot tub volume is area × depth    280

The hot tub’s area must be 6m²    282

Which hot tub shape gives the most butt-space?   283

Work backward from area to find butt-space   284

Is 19.6 butts a lot or a little?     287

The square tub beats the circle tub    288

Two tubs down, five to go     289

You’ve found the formula for the area of  an  
equilateral triangle      293

Keep track of  complex comparisons with a table   296

Chop the polygons into triangles    302

What do we need to know about the polygon triangles?  303

The circles give us the properties we need   306

Polygon area = 1/2 perimeter × apothem   309

More sides = fewer butts     310

Rock stars—high maintenance?    311

Great tub choice!      313

But what about dimensions?     315

It’s time to relax in the hot tub!    317

Your Geometry Toolbox     318

Leaving town…      319

It’s been great having you here in Geometryville!   319


